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I. INTERNATIONAL CIVIL AVIATION ORGANIZATION
.TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE FOR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENTSECOND QUARTERLY REPORT TO THE COUNCIL ON THE
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE ACTIVITIES OF
THE ORGANIZATION
General
1. The number of experts in the field at the end of the quarter was seventynine. Work was done in twenty-four countries and two regional projects.
During the quarter seven new experts and instructors-in training, radio
engineering, radio maintenance, air traffic services, airworthiness and aircraft maintenance-were appointed; and a meteorologist, a radio engineer,
a radio mechanic instructor, a radio operations instructor and an aerodrome
engineer completed their assignments, reached the end of their period of
secondment from their governments, or resigned for personal reasons. Two
fellowships in radio engineering and airport construction started during the
quarter and forty other fellowships and scholarships in aviation medicine,
meteorology, aircraft engineering, radio maintenance, radio operations and
air traffic control were completed. Seventeen scholars and fellows were under
training at the end of the quarter. These figures indicate a normal semiannual graduation change and new intakes of scholars will start training
during the next quarter.
1.1 Many missions continued to give help in studying the implications of
the MID/SEA/RAN Meeting in Rome and in some cases assisted in the
preparation of specifications for the equipment involved. Several missions
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took part in discussions with an International Air Transport Association
group on a study tour concerned with air traffic control procedures for turbine-engined aircraft. All missions spent some time on assisting their
respective countries to prepare properly their submissions for technical
assistance in 1960.
Middle East Regional Project
2. Training on teletype maintenance was completed in Burma and the
expert then went to Tunisia to give similar training. The airworthiness
expert advised Pakistan on the reorganization of the aeronautical inspection
division of their Department of Civil Aviation. Advice was given in Iran
on the airworthiness facilities of that country. Advice continued in Greece
on civil aviation regulations related to flight safety. Jordan was advised on
the siting of air navigation aids. Some further work concerned with flight
safety and the checking of the competency of flight personnel was almost
completed in Lebanon.
Latin American Regional Project (International Civil Aviation Training
Center, Mexico City)
3. Courses of instruction in air traffic control, radio maintenance, aircraft
maintenance, meteorology, flight operations and flying training continued.
Graduation exercises were held on 22 May for nine commercial air pilots
and on 12 June for seventy students graduating from the air traffic control,
radio maintenance, aircraft maintenance, meteorology and flight operations
courses.
3.1 Data was prepared for the Junta Administrativa for the future development of the Center through a request submitted to the United Nations
Special Fund.
Training
4. Training courses continued in many countries and the table attached as
an Appendix shows in broad categories the numbers and dispositions of the
students under training during the second quarter of 1959.
Afghanistan
5. The mission assisted in briefing the Afghan Delegation to the Twelfth
San Diego Assembly, a meeting which received extensive press coverage
because of the election of Mr. Hakimi as Vice-chairman.
5.1 The translation of the ICAO lexicon into Persian is progressing; all
words included have been translated and working groups are working on the
phrasing of definitions at the moment.
5.2 The mission has supervised maintenance work on three transmitters
carried out by two former ICAO students. It has also been engaged in the
repair of a Diesel Power Plant. Under the training activity, the chief of
mission gave four weekly lectures in general aviation knowledge at the
Junior Aviation School, assisted by three officials who are all former ICAO
students. Progress at the Afghan Institute of Technology continues according to schedule under the supervision of the mission. Plans for the new
Aviation Training Center building prepared by the mission were approved
by the Government and on 5 June H.R.H. The Prime Minister laid the first
stone of the building scheduled to be finished in March.
5.3
Radio operations course No. 4 was successfully concluded on 5 May.
All students passed and are now serving on the various COM stations in the
country. The radio maintenance course had to be divided into two classes
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and work is progressing well in both. The training of power plant maintenance mechanics is also proceeding satisfactorily after reducing the number
of vehicles in the workshop for repair; a separate Diesel course was started
on 15 May.
Argentina
6. The ICAO expert in Argentina completed many of the large number of
projects-mainly in the statistical field-in which he is engaged. In addition, numerous discussions were held with the Director General of Civil
Aviation and the Secretary General on the reorganization of the Department.
6.1 Several reports necessary to the formulation of a long range plan for
civil aviation in Argentina were completed during this quarter, among them
a report on the structure of air, bus and rail fares and another on the air
fare increases and their effects. In this connection, a statement was compiled
on the cost of jet operation and predictable load factors under various fare
structures. A system for filing load factor information on route segments
for all carriers has been established after the operators had agreed to submit
the necessary reports.
6.2 The expert also participated in meetings with the Director of the CAA
to discuss the possibility of obtaining funds externally for urgently needed
airport improvements.
Cambodia
7. The ICAO civil aviation adviser continued his work with aviation officials on the different problems to be solved in bringing the operations of the
civil aviation services in line with ICAO regulations; he also prepared a
provisional program for the training of personnel evaluating the need for
technical assistance experts in various fields.
7.1 Among the matters discussed with the aviation authorities were the
arrangement of a departmental library of ICAO technical publications, the
communication requirements for Cambodia as contained in the proposed
Regional Plan, and the possibility of acceptance of aeronautical meteorological information on the AFTN.
7.2 He also visited Laos at the invitation of that government to discuss
with the Director of Civil Aviation there his needs for technical assistance
from ICAO. An effort will be made to help Laos through the training and
advisory program of ICAO in Cambodia.
Ecuador
8. The radio operations expert who arrived in Quito at the beginning of
the quarter has been working on two main tasks: familiarizing himself with
the existing communications and navaid equipment, some of which is operated by two airlines, and drawing up plans for a training program of
technicians expected to start soon.
8.1 Two plans were necessary for the training because of the possibility
that the government may wish, not only to buy the equipment and facilities
of the airline maintenance shops, but also to hire their personnel. In that
case, the training would yield quick results on a high level, whereas the
training of less experienced students naturally will take longer.
El Salvador
9. The extensive study on a new international airport in El Salvador was
completed by the ICAO airport expert. After translation into Spanish it was
presented to the government authorities and the expert's assignment was
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terminated. When the government has decided on the alternate sites proposed by the report and arrangements for construction have been made it
will probably be necessary for the airport expert to return to San Salvador
to give further help.
Ethiopia
10. The most gratifying result of the advisory work of the mission in this
quarter was the acceptance by the Director General of Civil Aviation of the
suggested plan for the organization of the Department; detailed job descriptions and personnel requirements for some sections are far advanced.
10.1 The new terminal building at Haile Selassie I Airport, which has been
laid out mainly on the advice of the mission, is expected to be completed this
month and will accommodate present needs. The mission has recommended
early installation of stand-by power as, without it, interruptions in the
service must be anticipated.
10.2 Incoming Class B messages are now accepted for all operating agencies, but messages of the Class B I type are being sent out for Ethiopian
Airlines only, pending a complete agreement between Ethiopian Airlines and
the Imperial Board of Telecommunications.
10.3 In the Training Department, the Meteorological Forecasters Class
which was begun with indications of recruitment difficulties has been progressing extremely well. All members are being trained on-the-job at present
after having completed classroom training at the end of April. In the MET
Observers/Radio Operators Class VI, which has just completed on-the-job
training, further tests are necessary to determine whether certain members
are up to standard.
10.4 As a result of the training activity of the past eight years, the Ethiopian Civil Aviation Department now has at its disposal personnel of all
types in meteorology to an extent that permits further training to be carried
out by the Department itself.
10.5 The Radio Maintenance and the Aircraft Maintenance Classes are
showing promising progress and in the latter field EAL's eagerness to
employ graduates at the earliest possible moment seems to justify the mission's emphasis on this subject. Class III graduated at the end of July,
Class IV is coming along very satisfactorily, and recruitment has been
undertaken for Class V scheduled to begin at the end of September.
Greece
11. The target date for assignment by the Directorate of Civil Aviation of
ten trainees to the Center in each of the planned six month courses in radio
operations, radio maintenance and air traffic services was established on
15 July. Although small classes usually result in greater benefit for the
individual student, the cost per graduate appears excessive in this instance,
and it is feared that the short-staffed operational services will not be sufficiently improved by the addition of such small numbers.
11.1 Also serious is the fact that the revised Technical Assistance Program
request for 1960 will result in the discontinuation of local training by April
1960; the training activity is considered more valuable to aviation in Greece
than fellowships as the shortage of staff in the civil aviation services is
likely to make it difficult for the government to provide qualified personnel
to fill the request for 36 months of fellowships.
11.2 Among the other activities of the mission this quarter may be mentioned the completion of the suggested revised syllabus for teletypewriter
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and radio operators and detailed syllabus for the training of air traffic
control officers and radio mechanics. Detailed specifications for ILS locator
beacons and stand-by power plant were submitted, and at the moment the
mission is giving advice on lay-out and facilities on control panels for ATC
control desks, on the reduction of noise interference at HF/RT positions
and on the installation of a FM multichannel link between Athens Airport
and Mount-Hymattus.
Guatemala
12. The two ICAO experts-an aerodrome engineer and a communications
expert--continued their advice and practical help to the aviation authorities
in Guatemala after technical assistance in meteorology was completed with
the graduation of a class of forecasters. The most extensive task of the
aerodromes expert was the completion of several different plans for the
proposed new international airport. At the request of the Director General
the expert designed an extension of the existing runway at La Aurora
Airport to a total of 9,000 feet and also conducted several studies of the
financial aspects of the various plans. At the same time he gave lectures on
aerodrome engineering to students at San Carlos University and participated in a series of Ministry of Public Works conferences dealing not only
with aviation, but with highways and other projects as well.
12.1 The communications expert was mainly occupied with assisting in
improving installations of various kinds and attempts to find suitable frequencies so that Class B service may be started soon. The authorities were
assisted in preparing transmitters, a monitor unit and automatic changeover switch gear for beacons, one of which has already been working satisfactorily at Puerto Barrios since the middle of April. The others are being
readied in the workshop and will be installed shortly. Very good results have
been obtained in trials of a new air/ground frequency which may be implemented in the near future and gradually built up as more aircraft are
modified for its use.
India
13. The mission was active as usual in this quarter in advising the government on air traffic service matters. Some of the mission's proposals have been
included in the recommendations of the Department of Civil Aviation regarding the new Regional Plan. Examples of this are the Calcutta Area/Zone
proposals which included a proposal for the extension of the existing terminal control area to accommodate jets, and the assistance given in working
out HAL configurations and procedures for jets at Calcutta and Bombay as
well as the complementary ATC Instructions, which are in accordance with
the relevant Rome meeting recommendation.
13.1 The advisory activity of the mission involved no less than eleven ATS
subjects, some of which were solved, while others are still under consideration. Among the former are the previously submitted Standing Instructions
for Radar Controllers at Calcutta, which were approved by the Director
General and the earlier approved SAR Emergency Orders for the same area
which have now been circulated by the Department to all civil state airports
as a basis for the formulation of local procedures.
13.2 Other matters still under development include further discussions
with the Department and the Bangkok Office on the proposal-accepted in
principle--for the new Calcutta Control Area/Zone, High Level HAL Procedures for jets at Calcutta, airspace reallocation for Calcutta and new
procedures for air traffic control at Dum Dum and Barrackpore.
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13.3 The mission also assisted in the final formulation
tory Air Routes for international traffic necessitated by
tions, and it made proposals for the relocation of the
Function at Santacruz, Bombay, along the lines accepted

of certain mandadefense consideraApproach Control
for Calcutta.

13.4 In spite of the lack of a large enough aircraft to provide adequate
radar returns under monsoon conditions, the practical training of the remaining pupils of No. 1 Radar Course was successfully completed partly by
the use of incoming commercial aircraft willing to cooperate. No. 2 Radar
Course, comprising six students, finished theoretical training on 23 May
and it is hoped that the Indian Government will be able to replace the two
small Chipmunks with a bigger plane before the practical training begins.
The construction of the ICAO Radar Simulator has been recommended for
installation at Allahabad.
Indonesia
14. Under the direction of Mr. C. R. Rao, formerly Director of Communications of the Department of Civil Aviation in India, who took over as chief
on 20 April, the mission has continued its extensive activities as aeronautical adviser to the Indonesian Government and as aide in installing technical
equipment and training aviation personnel.
14.1 At the request of Garuda Indonesian Airlines, an ICAO pilot ground
instructor gave a series of lectures on advanced flight planning, meteorology,
celestial navigation, VOR and LORAN operation for senior pilots and operations personnel of the airline. The airline was also advised how to train
flight safety officers and to give ground training to pilots in the use of
LORAN and the periscopic sextant.
14.2 In the ATS field, detailed high and low level holding and approach
patterns and procedures for final landing of piston and jet-engined aircraft
at Kemajoran Airport were drawn up for the government, the resiting of
navigational aids was examined, and a proposal made to stack jet aircraft
over the existing Edam Island Beacon.
14.3 The maintenance of the eleven Chipmunk aircraft used for pilot training was hampered by lack of spares until the recent arrival of consignments
ordered last year. Four Chipmunks and four Gipsy Major engines were
completely overhauled, and an engine test house at Tjurug has been planned
for the testing of the type of engine in the future. Considerable progress
has been made in the establishment of an Inspection Department to control
the overhaul and maintenance work and this section at Tjurug was to be
taken over by an Indonesian engineer instructed by the mission when the
experts from India returned to their country in August.
14.4 The installation of technical equipment in the field was hampered
during June because the two engineers were helping the government in
planning its communications network. This job completed, arrangements
were made to tour the outstations to distribute new test equipment and
instruct all technicians there in its use.
14.5 In the training field twenty students of Pilot Course V graduated on
15 June obtaining commercial licenses with instrument rating and Dakota
type rating, while two obtained a light plane rating only. This brings the
number of pilots trained by the Academy up to 81. Courses VI and VII
begun in January of 1958 and 1959 respectively, continued satisfactorily,
the former with 20 students out of 41, the latter with 46 students after
having started with 39.
14.6 The flying training division, which has five full-time instructors plus
six on loan from Garuda Airlines suffers badly from under-staffing. At-
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tempts to hire more instructors have so far not been successful because of
the government's difficulty in arranging suitable accommodation for experts
and their families. Only bachelor or limited family accommodation can be
provided at Tjurug.
14.7 The final examinations of Aircraft and Engine Mechanics Course III
were held with graduation of the 25 students planned for 15 July in the last
two weeks of June. The six other courses of the Aircraft Maintenance Division are progressing very satisfactorily, and so is the Apprentice Instructor's Course despite material shortages. Recently some overseas orders have
been delivered and this has helped considerably.
14.8 Large classes in Radio Engineering and Radio Operation are scheduled for graduation in September this year; all the radio engineers will be
employed by Garuda Airlines, while the best of the junior operators will be
selected for a senior operators course scheduled for 1 September.
14.9 Air Traffic Control Courses VI and VII under Indonesian instruction
continue with Course VI working on final examinations.
Iraq
15. Following the interruption of normal ICAO technical assistance activity
due to the change of government last year plans have now been made to
re-start the training of technicians as soon as possible. Two experts who
arrived in Baghdad during the quarter immediately began planning a work
program for the rest of 1959 and for next year; this included a training
program and lists of the necessary equipment to be installed in the new
training center building.
Iran
16. Advice was given the government in the field of airport installations
and procedures at Mehrabad, Ispahan and Abadan. Specifications for electronic equipment for all three airports were discussed, obstruction lights
and daylight markings were planned for a temporary runway at Abadan,
and for Mehrabad a system of daily airport checks and reporting to the
Control Tower was worked out by the mission and implemented by the
Department. Several meetings were held with Department officials to determine plans and construction details of a new Communications Center in the
old terminal building; construction work was begun during this quarter.
16.1 A VOLMET broadcast installation has been completed on the voice
channel of the Mehrabad TVOR and continuous broadcasting is expected to
be officially announced before long.
16.2 The Airworthiness Section of the Department was reviewed in connection with a short visit of the airworthiness expert of the Regional Project
and the resulting memorandum was discussed with the Director General.
16.3 The expert assigned to Abadan continued his work of advising the
airport Director and assisting in the urgent solution of many problems in
the fields of airport management, ATC, COM, MET and the reconstruction
of the movement area.
16.4 Progress has been made in Communications and in Air Traffic Services--especially welcome because the number of foreign airlines operating
into Mehrabad has increased to 14, one of which uses turbo-jets.
16.5 As a result of the loss of an Avro freight aircraft which proved to
have crashed in Eastern Turkey, the mission prepared detailed plans for the
improvement of radio aids in the area around Rezahyeh and the implementation of an airways system but the necessary funds are not available at
the moment.
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16.6 At Mehrabad all Controllers were checked on VHF-DF let-downs
according to the Training Manual.
16.7 In the MET field the mission has completed and distributed a weather
code for the synoptic stations, and is working on, among other projects, a
MET Observer's Manual. In addition sun radiation error tables have been
computed for Mehrabad and for the Kerman Radio Sound station; barometric correction tables for all types of barometers in use in the country
have been computed for all synoptic stations and instructions for the
installation of a sunshine recorder have been written.
16.8 A complete enroute and maintenance inspection was carried out on
the Teheran-Beirut sector. The mission assisted the investigation committee
in examining a DC-3 accident and a helicopter accident.
16.9 Radio Mechanics Course IV completed final examinations by 30 June
with a high standard demonstrated generally, except by one student who
failed. A new course began on 15 June. The MET Observer/Radio Operator
Course was completed on 18 June and an Airport Management Course was
started on 28 May.
Israel
17. Progress has been made by the National Committee for the Study of
the Draft Operation of Aircraft Regulations and the requirements for
helicopter maintenance mechanic rating. At a symposium on Civil Aviation
in April the Operating Standards Expert of the mission delivered a paper
on "Air Safety Regulations" and participated in the discussion.
17.1 The re-draft of Licensing Regulations was completed by the Chief of
Mission whose assignment ended on 30 June. The Licensing official will
participate in the discussions which will follow before the regulations are
in force.
Lebanon
18. The work of the mission in the second quarter was influenced in several
ways by the announced reorganization of the civil service. The mission was
asked to comment on the plans for the Directorate of Civil Aviation and
has done so.
18.1 Encouraging has been the discussion with Syrian DCA representatives in which the mission participated, aimed at coordinating procedures
between Damascus and Beirut. It is hoped that more meetings will follow
,
leading to closer cooperation in the future.
18.2 During this period the mission submitted to the Director of Civil
Aviation a list of the requirements following the Geneva and Rome Conferences and covering AFTN, ATS, AMS, VOLMET, MET and NAVAIDS as
well as a list of first and second priority equipment for the progressive
implementation of the Regional Plans. These lists were considered by the
Directorate in connection with the Project Agreement discussions between
the Lebanese Government and the International Cooperative Administration
(USA), according to which $1,275,000 have been earmarked for Beirut
Airport.
18.3 The mission and the Maintenance Service have workedon the revision
of the despatching system in the radio-room; the installation of a complete
stand-by power plant on the VOR site planned and supervised by the Radio
Expert was almost ready for testing at the end of June.
18.4 In the MET field nomograms were prepared for determining upper
air observations and the authorities were advised on matters such as surface
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and upper-air observations at Beirut, the measuring of runway temperatures, and a statistical analysis of wind-data at runway level for the past
five years.
18.5 The training of classes in meteorology, air traffic control and radio
maintenance was successfully completed and new classes started in air
traffic control and radio operations. Preparations were made for further
classes in radio maintenance.
Pakistan
19. The assignment of the ICAO Technical Assistance Mission to Pakistan
was completed in this quarter. The Air Traffic Controllers Course ended on
16 May and, in other fields, only a return visit of the Airworthiness Expert
and some legal advice is outstanding. The Chief of Mission submitted a
terminal report on the activities of the mission from its commencement.
Paraguay
20. The mission was busily engaged in giving advice, helping with the
implementation of technical projects and in the training of technical personnel. The importance of the latter activity was emphasized in talks on the
planning of the future programs.
20.1 The assistance given during the second quarter ranged from defining
management responsibilities at various airports in collaboration with Regional Office personnel, through the installation of MET equipment at
Concepci6n, and the establishment of the requirements for VHF transmitterreceivers for MET purposes, to working out a new method to determine
horizontal visibility at runway level in cooperation with professors and
students of the Faculty of Engineering at Asunci6n.
20.2 Fifteen Air Traffic Control Officers finished their course and are now
ready for solo-watches; in May and June, before the end of the ATS expert's
assignment, a short advanced course was given four controllers who qualified several years ago. On-the-job training continued for meteorologists and
from the beginning of May lectures were given three times a week at the
National Institute of Telecommunications.
Peru
21. The Aviation Training School was opened with the first course in Aircraft and Engine Maintenance which started on 11 May. The school is now
in a position to expand into courses in other fields provided the necessary
funds become available.
21.1 One of the greatest problems after the hiring of personnel for the
operation of the school was the selection of 17 students for the course out
of no less than 350 applicants. The thorough screening was based on tests
in mathematics, the Spanish language, and a physical examination. Subsequent progress seems to have proved that student quality is satisfactory for
this stage. Work continues on the facilities and equipment available and
other courses are 'being planned.
Philippines
22. As the Chief of Mission was on home leave during most of the second
quarter no courses in ATC were planned or conducted.
22.1 The Radio Maintenance Engineer worked intensively on writing
specifications and preparing block diagrams showing the principles of operation for the new message relay center to be installed by 1961 in the Terminal Building at Manila Airport and has been assisting the CAA's
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communication and engineering staff with the complete reorganization of
the existing tape relay center which must be used in the interim. The reorganization is not expected to be completed until the end of this year because
of the time lag involved in the supply of equipment.
22.2 Sixteen students were selected out of 260 applicants for the Third
Airways Communications Technicians Course which began on 15 June.
During a visit to Cebu the Radio Maintenance Instructor established that
interference on 1200 kcs caused by the Mactan Island NDB resulted from
fifth harmonic radiation. This was completely eliminated by a wave trap
made in the training school laboratory.
Thailand
23. The proposal for the establishment of a Regional Training Center in
Bangkok was brought before the Cabinet of Ministers on 28 May and was
approved in principle. The Government of Thailand have requested a Training Adviser to start the preparatory work for the Training Center. Recruitment of this officer is in hand. Provision has been made for his retention
in 1960
23.1 The training of the 13th Course of Aircraft Maintenance Mechanics
continued. The students participated in a special 500 hours inspection of the
three Thai Airways Super Constellations. Lectures were given on the various
systems of the Constellation.
23.2 At the same time the expert wrote selection tests for a new course
and planned a short refresher course for former ICAO students who should
be able to pass the CAA test for Aircraft and Engine Mechanics license
after the course, which will include theory and practical work and analyzing
of system and engine trouble.
Tunisia
24. Training continued for air traffic control officers and radio operators.
The Civil Aviation Adviser was on leave during the quarter.
United Arab Republic-Egyptian Sector
25. Training continued for air traffic control, radio operations, radio maintenance and aircraft maintenance students. Fourteen students completed the
air traffic control course, fifteen the radio operations course, fifteen the radio
telephony procedures course and ten the aircraft maintenance mechanic
course.
United Arab Republic-Syrian Sector
26. The most significant result of the mission's work this quarter was the
meeting-already briefly mentioned under Lebanon-between the Lebanese
and Syrian Civil Aviation Departments during which the proposed Air
Route Plans for both countries were discussed and a firm plan for a coordinated aircraft handling system was agreed. This will require improved
communications between Damascus and Beirut and a new SSB circuit
between Beirut, Damascus and Nicosia.
26.1 The mission assisted the government in writing specifications for
communications, navigational aids, and fire and rescue equipment.
26.2 The Director General has received a detailed suggestion for the
establishment of a Flight Safety Division which would handle aircrew
qualification checks, licensing, and operational control under the administration of the Director General of Civil Aviation.
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26.3 Despite overcrowding of the present facilities which necessitated
splitting up classes, and despite rather serious language difficulties on the
part of most of the students, the training in air traffic control, radio maintenance and radio operations continues satisfactorily. The need for two
hours English instruction a day slows down progress in the training program. The radio mechanics received on-the-job training and arrangements
were made with the Director of the MET Department to give the ATS class
a daily weather briefing at the Department in order to familiarize them with
local weather systems. Synthetic training in VFR-aerodrome control procedures was started in the middle of May, and for four weeks students were
posted on rotation to the ATS services at the airport to observe the controllers on duty.
Contingency Grants
27. Augmentation of the 1959 Technical Assistance Program by contingency grants from the Working Capital and Reserve Fund of the Technical
Assistance Board were received during the quarter for a Legal Expert and
a Training Consultant in Morocco (TAB/WCR/209), a Personnel Licensing
Expert in Lebanon (TAB/WCR/211), a Legal Expert in Jordan (TAB/
WCR/215), a Civil Aviation Administration Expert in Paraguay (TAB/
WCR/218), and for two experts to assist with the formation of an intergovernmental corporation in Central America (TAB/WCR/221).
FORTY-FIFTH SESSION OF THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE BOARD
20-24 JULY 1959- GENEVA
28. In the light of the present pledges to the Special Account of the Technical Assistance Board the resources available for the participating organizations were considered insufficient to carry out more than 93.5% of the
program in 1959. The participating organizations have, therefore, to plan
to reduce their programs to conform with the amount of funds available.
This situation will, undoubtedly, create difficulties for many agencies and,
in particular, the small ones such as WMO, ITU and ICAO, and it is
expected that the matter will be discussed again at the next session of the
Board in October.
28.1 The Board estimated a 1960 Category I program of 25.9 million
dollars and a total requirement for about 32.5 million dollars. Since a
reliable forecast of resources could be made only in October, after the next
Pledging Conference, the Board decided that if the resources for 1960
appear to be insufficient to implement a program of the size above mentioned
the Board would revise it accordingly, and the organizations will have to be
prepared for such an eventuality. It was agreed that members of the Technical Assistance Board would bring to the attention of the government
organs of the organizations, which might meet before the Pledging Conference, the financial need of the program.
28.2 The Board decided that reports on technical assistance activities submitted to sessions of ECAFE, ECLA and ECA should be prepared on the
basis of material supplied by the participating organizations covering both
the Expanded Program of Technical Assistance and the Regular Programs
of Technical Assistance. This material would be supplied by the participating organizations or it could be left to the Technical Assistance Board's
Secretariat.
28.3 The Board decided to examine the implications of the two-year programming decision of the Technical Assistance Committee at its next meeting. For this purpose the Technical Assistance Board's Secretariat will
prepare and circulate a comprehensive document on the subject.
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TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE COMMITTEE, 29 JUNE TO 31 JULY-

GENEVA

29. The Technical Assistance Committee recommended a number of Resolutions which were approved by the Economic and Social Council, some of
which will have an important consequence upon the future of the Technical
Assistance Program. The main Resolution relates to country programming
procedures and arises from the difficulties which the participating organizations have had in programming on an annual basis from funds, the
extent of which could only be known toward the end of the year previous to
the implementation of the program execution. It was decided "that, on an
experimental basis and for the period 1961-1962, the Expanded Program
shall be planned by recipient Governments, the Technical Assistance Board
and the participating organizations and approved by the Technical Assistance Committee for a two-year period and that, provided funds are available,
projects shall be undertaken at the most appropriate time in the course of
the two-year period, to be determined in consultation between the Governments and the participating organizations concerned;". Where projects are
longer than the two-year period, the requesting government concerned will
be required to approve for the duration of the project at the time it is first
included in the country's program. The procedures for carrying out biennial
programming will be first drawn up by the Technical Assistance Board.
29.1 The second Resolution of importance was that relating to local costs
arrangements designed to amplify the local costs obligations of recipient
governments on the basis of a percentage of the total cost of experts' services provided to it under the Expanded Program. The Resolution also provided for an interim arrangement for assessing local costs obligations for
the year 1960 while studies are pursued on the means of securing a more
equitable distribution of such obligations among governments. The Executive Chairman of the Technical Assistance Board was requested to report to
the Technical Assistance Committee in July 1960 on the means of securing
a more equitable distribution of the local costs obligations among the governments concerned.
29.2 Finally, a Resolution was adopted on the allocation of administrative
and operational services costs between the Expanded Program of Technical
Assistance and the regular budgets of the participating organizations. It
was decided as an interim solution that allocations from the Expanded
Program Special Account for administrative and operational services costs
should be made in the form of lump sums as follows:
"(a) For 1960, in amounts which should not exceed the corresponding
1959 allocations;
(b) For 1961, in amounts which shall be half-way between the 1960
allocations and the equivalent of 12 per cent of the 1959 project
allocations including local cost assessments;
(c) For 1962, in amounts which shall be the equivalent of 12 per cent
of the 1959 project allocations including local cost assessments ;"
If these amounts prove insufficient the Economic and Social Council requested the participating organizations to consider the possibility of including any excess in their regular budgets. The Economic and Social Council
recognized the need for some measure of flexibility in the application of the
lump sum allocations to agencies with small budgets or small allocations
(including ICAO) and authorized the Technical Assistance Board in preparing estimates for the Technical Assistance Committee to take this factor
into account, Finally, the Economic and Social Council decided to consider
at its summer session in 1960 further financial arrangements for administrative and operational services costs.
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JOURNAL OF AIR LAW AND COMMERCE

ICAO FACILITATION MEETING IN ROME
Representatives of more than thirty nations and international organizations held a three-week meeting in Rome which started December 1, 1959,
designed to make travel between nations simpler and less costly. The Fifth
Session of the International Civil Aviation Organization's Facilitation
Division had as its main objective the further reduction by ICAO's 74
member nations of their immigration, customs, quarantine, currency and
other related formalities in connection with international flights. The meeting continued the ICAO facilitation program which has been credited in
cutting red tape in half over the past twelve years for tourists travelling by
air; ICAO officials pointed out, however, that this reduction has barely kept
up with the increase in aircraft speed over the same period.
Entry and departure of persons
A substantial increase in tourist traffic may be expected during 1960 as
a result of widespread introduction into service of large jet airliners; clearance of the considerable number of passengers arriving or departing on each
aircraft will require quicker handling. The Division considered a proposal
to member states that they abolish entrance visas on a wider basis for
tourists and other temporary visitors, and it may also strengthen ICAO's
existing international provisions directed at abolishing all exit visas. Other
proposals included the abolition of tax clearance certificates and currency
declaration forms for tourists, and the removal of all customs requirements
for a written baggage declaration.
Entry and departureof aircraft
In an effort to reduce the paper work of the aircraft operator and thus
reduce the time on the ground for the air traveller, the Division considered
recommending the world wide abolition of the passenger manifest; this
manifest has been abolished recently by a number of European and North
American States. The meeting also discussed steps aimed at early simplification and ultimate elimination of the cargo manifest.
Entry and departure of air cargo
Clearance formalities for passengers have been speeded up over the past
years, but a corresponding improvement in clearance and handling of air
cargo has not generally taken place; steady growth in this activity and the
expected increase in cargo carrying capacity now make this improvement
necessary. One of the most burdensome and time-consuming requirements,
where still in effect, is consular formalities and fees; there is an existing
ICAO recommended practice for their abolition, and the Division discussed
making this an international standard. The meeting also considered other
methods of simplification for both clearance and handling of cargo.
Traffic passing through
With the steady growth of air travel, the amount of traffic passing
through ICAO's member states is increasing substantially. Passengers
merely passing through the territory of a state-not seeking entry-should
not be required to obtain a visa or to produce documents, nor should any
examination of passengers and baggage be necessary. These same criteria
apply as well to cargo. These problems are covered by the existing ICAO
International Standards and Recommended Practices on facilitation, but
there is need for more specific and more comprehensive regulations.
Since ICAO came into existence in 1947, the Organization has led the
way internationally in efforts to reduce the red tape involved in border
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crossings; the problem is particularly significant in air transportation
because of its speed. As facilitation covers a wide field and involves not
only civil aviation authorities and operators of international flights, but
also customs, health, consular, tourist and other government departments
not primarily concerned with aviation, the subject is not within the competence of ICAO alone. The substantial progress that has been achieved
has come with the cooperation and support of the airline operators and the
various organizations and public authorities concerned in the 74 ICAO
member states.
1H. INTERNATIONAL AIR TRANSPORT ASSOCIATION
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING IN TOKYOLEGAL COMMITTEE REPORT
A review was made at the 15th Annual General Meeting of IATA in
Tokyo of a series of proposed new international conventions which would
affect many phases of the operations of airline operators of the world.
The Legal Committee reported on the airlines' interests in these intergovernmental legal agreements. H. E. Marking, of British European Airways, London, was Chairman of the Committee and submitted the report.
The report covered proposed conventions dealing with liability in the
field of nuclear energy, offenses committed on board aircraft, certificates
of airworthiness and certain aspects of charter traffic.
The Committee felt the conventions to be desirable, but in some cases
pointed out possible ambiguities which it felt should be clarified.
A summary of the Legal Committee report follows:
In the course of the year, the Legal Committee considered a number of
proposed international conventions affecting air transport and developed
through the International Civil Aviation Organization and other intergovernmental bodies, as well as a number of legal questions in connection
with airline traffic activities.
Liability in the Field of Nuclear Energy
Perhaps the most interesting project studied during the year was a new
draft convention on third party liability in the field of nuclear energy,
drawn up in the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC).
This convention would set the rules of liability for the operator of
nuclear installations-i.e., of reactors, factories or facilities for the manufacture or storage of nuclear fuel or radioactive product or waste.
Among other provisions, it makes the nuclear operator exclusively responsible for any damage, including damage in the course of air carriage,
to any person and property on proof that the damage was caused by a
nuclear incident. It limits the amount of liability to 15 million European
Monetary Agreement units (worth one U.S. dollar each at present rates of
exchange) and stipulates that no other person would be responsible for
damages arising out of a nuclear incident.
The Committee considered that rules to cover this field have become
indispensable and that a convention along the lines proposed would be
desirable. However, it suggested that the convention should provide for the
case where damage is caused by one nuclear incident in which two or more
operators of nuclear installations are involved; and should stipulate that a
claimant cannot first recover damages from an air carrier under the Warsaw
and Rome Conventions and then bring action against the nuclear operator
under the new convention.
The Committee held that nuclear risk is an extraordinary risk, which is
not peculiar to aviation, and that it should therefore be dealt with sepa-
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rately. On this grounds, it opposed re-opening the Warsaw and Rome Conventions to cover the possibility of nuclear risks.
In view of the increasing air cargo traffic in nuclear materials, the
Committee recommended that IATA be represented at future meetings on
the proposed new convention, and suggested that airlines meanwhile review
their arrangements to insure the risks involved in this traffic.
Offenses Committed on Board Aircraft
The ICAO draft Convention on Offenses Committed on Board Aircraft,
which defines the authority of the aircraft commander over offenses committed in flight, appeared to the Committee to be sound and generally in
line with past IATA recommendations.
However, the Committee considered that the draft contained several
points of possible ambiguity which had been brought to the attention of the
ICAO Legal Committee when the latter body met in August to give it final
consideration.
In particular, IATA had felt that the language of the convention should
be made sufficiently clear that the personnel of air carriers would be in no
doubt as to when and under what circumstances they may take action under
the Convention. They also considered that the aircraft commander should
be given the right of maintaining good order as well as the right of restraint
against anyone committing an offense; and that he should also have the
right to delegate to other crew members the task of collecting evidence in
the event of an offense.
Certificate of Airworthiness for Imported Aircraft
The Committee expressed concern over some aspects of a draft agreement among European nations proposed by the European Civil Aviation
Conference at Strasbourg in March, 1959, providing for reciprocal acceptance of certificates of airworthiness for aircraft manufactured within their
territories.
It pointed out that the Convention applies only to aircraft constructed
in the territories of the contracting states, but not to aircraft registered
there, but purchased outside ECAC territories.
This was a matter of concern to IATA members when disposing of
aircraft, and the Committee felt that the airlines should attempt to get
assurances that adherence by any government to this new convention would
not hamper the disposition of aircraft presently registered in ECAC states
but not manufactured there.
Carriageby Other than the ContractingCarrier
The Committee reported that an ICAO draft Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to International Carriage by Air Performed
by a Person Other than the Contracting Carrier, which would have an effect
on the legal status of certain charter operations, was now in the hands of
States and other interested bodies for comment. The proposed convention,
which would affect the legal status of certain charter operations, had been
completed by the ICAO Legal Committee at Tokyo in 1957.
Although suggestions had been made that the draft should be referred
back to the ICAO Legal Committee, IATA felt that the document is sufficiently advanced to go directly to a diplomatic conference for signature
without further ado. It was not expected, however, that such a conference
would be held before the late Summer of 1960.
Traffic and Agency Matters
During the year, the Committee had also considered several traffic matters dealing with amendments to the IATA Charter Resolution, with a new
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form of passenger ticket and with questions of agency arbitration procedure. Their comments had been duly submitted to the Traffic Conferences.
In considering the Agency Resolutions, the Committee had discussed the
general desirability of elaborating present provisions still further to clarify
all possible ambiguities, as against stating broad principles only and leaving
their interpretation to Breaches Commissions. The comment had been made
that inclusion of greater detail might only lead to greater difficulty of interpretation; and while no conclusion had been reached, the Committee felt
the question merits further attention.
ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING IN TOKYO
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE REPORT

-

The IATA Technical Committee, at the 15th Annual General Meeting

held in Tokyo outlined a long series of changes recently made or being
planned throughout every phase of air transport operations, including accelerated efforts to attain fully automatic take-off and landing in all weather
conditions.
The report was submitted by S. B. Kauffman, Pan American World Airways, New York, as Chairman of the Committee of airline technical heads
who direct the industry's joint efforts in this field.,
The Chairman drew attention to the fact that the introduction of the
new high-speed, high-altitude transports during the past year has been
preceded by almost a decade of joint study and planning by the airlines in
IATA. This had now culminated in exchanges of actual operating experience
which would assist every airline to bring their new machines into service
with a maximum of efficiency and security.
While airlines and governments are stepping up their efforts to equip
all of the world's air routes to handle the jets satisfactorily, the report
asserted that military restrictions on the use of airspace are still a severe
limitation on civil jet operations in the Pacific and over the North Atlantic.
The report gave special praise to the creation by several Western European countries of Euro-Control as an agency to coordinate traffic control
over their territories and termed it an example which other countries should
be encouraged to follow.
Due to Euro-Control, it said, full coordination of both civil and military
air traffic on the dense and highly complex European route network should
be implemented within two to three years.
IATA continues to advise governments of the real runway length requirements for jet aircraft at specific airports and has circulated this year
a new and up-to-date prescription of jet age requirements for airports and
apron facilities. IATA groups have also actively assisted in revising regional
plans for navigation and communications facilities in all areas.
The report described a number of new developments in communications
and radio aids, including efforts to achieve automatic and instantaneous
transmission of interline reservations data by the linking of teletype circuits and electronic data processing computers. It also pointed out that the
airlines' leased circuit network for operational communications is expanding
at the rate of 25 per cent per year.
A summary of the complete report of the IATA Technical Committee
follows:
Technical activities during the past year have been numerous and complex, involving over 30 meetings of regional and world-wide character on
subjects ranging from single side-band techniques to jet noise, as well as
participation in 10 meetings of the International Civil Aviation Organization, and the sessions of many study and working groups.
Introduction of jet services on a wide scale during the past year cul-
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minated a full decade of IATA concentration on the problems of the turbinepowered aircraft which began with the Technical Conference of 1950.
Looking back on that session, in which 20 airlines and 18 manufacturers
participated, one cannot but express admiration for the imagination and
far sightedness of those who-ten years ago and perhaps for the most part
on the basis of educated guesswork-so accurately forecast the problems to
come and so correctly planned the approaches which were made to them.
It is in the very nature of technical work that the airlines must look
beyond their own backyard fence into areas in which they have strong
common interests with manufacturers, government agencies, military forces,
research establishments, implementing agencies and others. This has involved IATA in systematic and ever closer cooperation with ICAO, the
International Telecommunications Union, the World Meteorological Organization, the International Standards Organization, AIRINC, International
Aeradio, SITA, and the Air Transport Association of America, as well as
scores of individual manufacturing and research establishments.
Technical Conference
A highlight of the 1959 Technical Conference at Berkeley, Calif., was a
Symposium on Jet Operating Experience in which those airlines already
flying jets exchanged experience and information and, at the same time,
made their practical knowledge available to others who have yet to introduce
the new aircraft. This was particularly important in this initial stage of
jet operation, during which the efficiency and competence with which any
airline introduces jets may well have a serious impact on the industry as a
whole.
The Symposium was conducted in two parts, the first concerned with
all aspects of Flight Operations, including planning, training and conversion
and meteorology. Methods of simplifying and accelerating flight planning,
particularly with regard to the many factors to be taken into account in the
calculation of fuel requirements and reserves, were fully described. The
special meteorological requirements for jet flight planning and en route
operations were discussed and airlines received advice as to the relative
importance of, and degree of confidence to be placed in current forecasts,
particularly of winds and temperatures. A thorough analysis of current
operating experience also provided airlines with an indication of the capabilities of existing Air Traffic Control Systems for handling jets, as well
as of future needs in this field.
A second Ground Handling Group centered its discussions around ground
handling and line maintenance. In the first phase, it was concerned with
ground support equipment as well as handling techniques and procedures
for the jets and for their passengers, baggage and cargo. Line maintenance
discussions touched on various aspects of maintenance, including difficulties
experienced with jet powerplants, structure and system, and questions of
personnel safety and technical training. IATA was particularly fortunate
to have had the participation in flight crew training and conversion discussions of the most experienced chief test pilots of the main aircraft manufacturers.
The need for careful attention to the training and conversion of pilots
from other types of aircraft to jets was one of the items of extreme importance which emerged from the Symposium. Most pilots now flying have
progressed gradually from the DC-3 to the Superconstellation or DC-7C by
gradual stages of increases in speed of about 50 knots and of aircraft weight
increases of about 40,000 lbs. In training into jets, they are being asked to
handle twice the aircraft at almost twice the speed in one step.
While the jet aircraft has a small number of flight characteristics unique
to its type, the greater majority would be apparent in piston-engined ma-
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chines of comparable size and weight. With proper attention to training,
therefore, the present airline pilot of average experience should have no
trouble in converting to jets. However, through indoctrination, ground and
flight training programs are essential.
It was strongly recommended that jet training programs be carried out
with minimum interruption and by instructors who have themselves been
given the most thorough training possible. The cost of jet flight training
runs to approximately $2,000 per hour; and properly programmed training,
carried on without serious interruption and with proper use of flight simulators, can save the airline up to five hours or more per pilot, or approximately 25 per cent of the total necessary flight training.
The Conference also enabled the airlines to bring up-to-date the whole
range of IATA's technical policies and philosophies and to chart more
clearly the approaches necessary to get the utmost productivity out of the
new generation of aircraft.
Airport Buildings and Aprons
More than 2,000 copies of a new and revised IATA reference document
have now been circulated to airport authorities and other interested parties
throughout the world to provide specific guidance on the requirements for
airport buildings and aprons in the jet age.
. The volume represents a review and consolidation of two previous IATA
documents on the subject. Whilst the airlines' experience with the new breed
of turbine-powered aircraft is still relatively limited, and further experience
may modify their views, it was felt that issuance of the document at this
time was imperative to meet the rising tempo of airport construction and
expansion.
Publication of the new volume has involved such questions as best parking angles on the apron so that fixed service can be installed at operational
stands and formulation of better guidance on the effects of blast, heat and
noise on the apron and in terminal buildings.
Aerodrome Requirements
IATA also hopes to provide airport administrations with a definite
method of determining the runway lengths which will be required by the
airlines for the proper operation of their jets. This is a matter of vital
importance to both administrations and airlines and there has in the past
been no commonly accepted rule: surveys within IATA have shown quite
marked variations at the same aerodrome in the length requirements of
airlines operating the same equipment at the same gross weight.
A special Aerodrome Study Group has been appointed by the Technical
Committee to draw up a common assumption on which future planning can
be based. Composed of performance and operations specialists, the group
has been able to agree on common assumptions for many of the parameters
involved and it is hoped that the outcome of the work will provide clear and
specific guidance in future.
At a time when the costs of runway construction have soared and when
there is an increasing tendency to pass these costs on to the airlines, it is
important that IATA should enable administrations to carry out improvement, which they can confidently regard as being adequate, but not extravagant.
ProductionPlanning and Control
The financial and operational pressures of the jet have placed a severe
strain on their resources and have underlined the necessity to get the most
out of available equipment and facilities. IATA has therefore begun a study
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of planning and control techniques within the airlines' maintenance and
overhaul organizations.
. This function accounts for a large part of the overall running cost of
the airline, and appears to offer a greater potential than almost any other
for achieving economies. A small percentage saving in maintenance and
overhaul can produce a disproportionate effect on the final balance sheet and
perhaps even tip the balance between profit and loss.
A special IATA working group on the subject has now completed the
initial stage of exchange of information and is moving on toward development of better techniques and more uniform approaches in certain areas.
Performance Code
The Committee has noted with satisfaction a trend among ICAO member
states towards acceptance of a single international performance code, which
IATA has long advocated as an aid to international airline operations.
While final acceptance of the idea that all nations should require the
same performance standards for comparable aircraft is still a question of
time, there is little doubt that it has now taken root in the rocky soil of
national prestige.
Such an international code would be a further step in the direction of a
common minimum level of safety throughout the world; would simplify
purchase of foreign aircraft and recognition of their certificate of airworthiness; would ease the airlines' difficulties in obtaining operating
manuals for foreign aircraft based on the code to which they would actually
be operated; and finally, would avoid existing situations in which identical
aircraft must be operated over the same routes with different payloads
because they were certified to different codes.
Communications and Radio Aids to Navigation
IATA and the Air Transport Association of America have joined forces
in an Interline Communications Sub-Committee to speed up and improve
the exchange between airlines of reservations messages and data on seat
availability.
The group has completed a standard message format and procedure for
automatic transmission of ifiterline reservations messages on the linked
teletypewriter systems of carriers in North America and Europe and over
the Atlantic.
A second, longer range assignment is to link electronic data processing
computers used for reservations control into this system, so that the entire
process of interline reservations requests and confirmations can be made
automatic and almost instantaneous.
New efforts are also being made to speed up point-to-point ground communications facilities. Since in many parts of the world turbine-powered
aircraft can complete their journeys in the same time that it takes to
deliver a commercial telegram between the same two points, airlines are
coming to rely more and more on private telegraph circuits, individually or
jointly operated.
Studies to date show that airlines have now become a very important
user of these private facilities and that their requirements are increasing
by about 25 per cent per year. Both these factors are considered sufficient
reason for attempting to secure more favorable conditions for the lease of
these circuits.
Telecommunications specialists are now preparing an industry position
for presentation to the Consultative Committee for International Telegraphy
and Telephony (CCIT) of the International Telecommunications Union,
which is about to commence a fresh study of the tariff structure and conditions of lease of these facilities.
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IATA is also actively representing the airlines' requirements in the 1959
ITU Administrative Radio Conference dealing with revised allocation tables
of radio frequencies for all types of services. Its aim is to ensure continued
operation of all the equipment now carried on board or about to be fitted
in airline fleets and to make certain of adequate provision of new types of
airborne aids-such as doppler radar, airborne weather radar, radio altimeters and the like-which function without ground stations,
ICAO has recently reviewed the international standards for radio aids
to short range navigation, a matter of great importance to airlines. IATA's
aim has been to meet the requirements of air traffic services and of airlines
in this area in a most practicable and evolutionary manner. It has therefore
strongly supported the continuance of Very High Frequency Omnirange
(VOR) as the existing ICAO Standard Short Distance Navigation Aid until
1975, complemented on a building block basis in areas where improved
fixing coverage is required by Distance Measuring Equipment (DME). The
recommendations of the ICAO Special Meeting on the subject which are
now being considered by states, followed closely the IATA view.
All-Weather Landing
Particular attention is being given to the improvement of all-weather
operation. The latest Technical Conference carried out a review of developments in the field of instrument landing and the Committee has assigned
several specialist groups to study means of attaining automatic landing and
take-off in all weather conditions in the relatively near future.
The Committee considers that this important goal can be reached only
in an evolutionary manner. Not only will it be necessary to improve existing
instrument landing techniques, but additional aids must be provided to
guide aircraft accurately during approach, landing, take-off and taxiing.
Techniques are so far advanced today that a number of airline pilots
have already been able to take part in flight demonstrations of two entirely
different systems of automatic landing; but from the airline point of view,
a great many considerations are involved in the advance from the present
operating limits of pilot-controlled landing towards fully automatic operation.
The Committee holds that safety is the paramount consideration. Thus,
while it may be economically and technically desirable to equip aircraft
as for the final objective, the operational approach will be cautious and
gradual. The first steps will be the lowering of present operating minima:
thereafter, the process will go on only as new components and finally entire
automatic systems themselves become proved.,
At the same time, it is also apparent that all-weather operation can be
attained at many airports in the world by use of less sophisticated techniques than automatic control. IATA is therefore concentrating as well on
improvements to visual aids, flight instrumentation, cockpit design and
approach aids.
Regional Activities
Development of industry requirements and philosophies on a world-wide
basis becomes useful only when reflected in actual application to the planning and provision of air navigation facilities and services along the world's
air routes. IATA has therefore been increasingly active in regional planning
and implementation as well.
In the North Atlantic region, integration of the first commercial jet
flights into the same traffic pattern as piston-engined aircraft has not proved
difficult, although jet traffic has been relatively light and as yet insufficient
for a significant test of the existing organization of air traffic control and
communications.
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However, from the very start, military jet traffic 'has posed serious problems for the airlines. Having hitherto had unrestricted use of the upper
airspace in which jets fly, the military have adopted an airspace blockage
system to protect their own operations. Under this procedure, large areas
on either side of a desired track are reserved for a number of hours, during
which large scale military aircraft movements take place. These blockages
have occurred almost daily and severely restrict civil jet traffic.
IATA took the initiative several months before the start of civil jet
flying by asking air forces informally to consider some means of relaxing
their requirements. As the result of further meetings, some concessions
have been made by the military to reduce the total effective time of these
blockages. However, the increasing frequency of civil jet flight in the upper
airspace will undoubtedly require an early solution to the whole problem of
integrating civil and military jet traffic.
IATA has fully supported an agreement reached in January of this year
through ICAO to replace the VHF forward scatter system of transatlantic
communications by means of a cable system linking Newfoundland, Greenland, Iceland and the United Kingdom. However, it does not regard this as
a final answer to all the communications and traffic coordination problems
of the route. As departure and terminal points of transatlantic jet operations continue to penetrate deeper into both the North American and European continents, these problems grow more complicated and acute. To
illustrate their extent, it is pointed out that little or no coordination of
eastbound aircraft departing from North American terminals can take
place until they enter the Gander Control Area, by which time they have
completed nearly a third of their flight.
Endeavors were continued to obtain improved regional services and
facilities in this area, by means of informal discussions and by two formal
proposals to ICAO for amendments to the regional plan. It has proposed the
addition of a 13 megacycle frequency to the North Atlantic VOLMET
meteorological broadcast system to extend its useful range and to accommodate the increasing number of daytime flights. It also suggests that wireless
telegraphy service be terminated and the frequencies thus made available be
assigned to radio-telephony. At the same time, a re-deployment of the high
frequency radio-telephony network is being advocated to alleviate communications congestion and eliminate interference now being experienced in
some areas.
The principal objective of regional work in the Pacific Area has been
preparation for the start of jet operations there this Summer. The ICAO
regional plan was thoroughly reviewed to make certain that it will cater
satisfactorily to jet requirements. Revisions suggested in the current aerodrome plan, as regards both terminals and alternates and runway length
and strength requirements, are now being circulated by ICAO to member
states concerned. IATA also participated actively in the ICAP Informal Air
Traffic Control and Communications Meeting at Bangkok in May.
Civil operations in the Pacific region continue to be severely hampered
by the permanent reservation for military use of many areas of airspace,
even though these are frequently inactive. Together with security procedures imposed in certain areas, these blockages are highly restrictive on
the airlines and frequently force considerable track deviations. Early action
is also necessary to reconcile several different altimeter setting procedures
effective in various parts of the area.
IATA recommendations for the basic requirements of all carriers in the
South East Asia and Middle East Regions have now largely been adopted
in the ICAO regional plan for air navigation facilities and services in the
area. In addition, to prepare for the further expansion of jet services on
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Eastern routes, which are already being flown by 707's, Caravelles and
Comet IV's, a travelling team of operational specialists has visited civil
aviation administrations in a number of Near and Far Eastern countries
during the past six months.
While these talks have concentrated on arrangements for the introductory period of jets and their integration with existing traffic, they may also
provide useful pointers for further planning of terminal area systems to
dovetail with the plan of upper air routes set out in the ICAO regional
arrangements.
To meet the rapidly expanding requirements of the Southeast Asia
Region, IATA will open a Technical Liaison Office at Bangkok, Thailand,
next January.
Efforts to solve the many problems imposed by the high density traffic,
complex route patterns and the need for continuous coordination of civil
and military traffic within the crowded European Region are now showing
signs of fruition, as the result of close cooperation between IATA, ICAO,
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization and individual administrations.
New upper airspace routes are being established to meet the needs of
high-flying and high-speed aircraft, improved navigation and communication
facilities are 'being introduced and radar is being developed as an adjunct
to the coordination of civil and military traffic.
It is now possible to look forward with some degree of certainty to 'the
time when air traffic control can be applied to all air traffic in the European
region, regardless of whether civil or military. The first results have been
apparent in the organizing of military air exercises, which are now planned
to avoid undue restrictions on airline flying.
The establishment of Euro-Control by several Western European countries to cover their territories with a single air traffic control agency has
been a major development in the European region, Much remains to be done
on the technical, financial and political aspects of the organization, but
Euro-Control should be an actively implemented force within two to three
years, with both military and civil participation. Other countries should be
encouraged to follow a similar approach.
A concentrated drive for improvement in facilities and services in South
America and the Caribbean has been begun. The extensive work program
for this area is aimed at closer contact with individual administrations in
cooperation with national carriers.
Air transport provides a particularly vital and often the only means of
transport in these areas and is an essential factor in their economic development. With jet operations already beginning there, closer attention to their
regional planning and implementation is imperative.
A re-tailoring of the air route structure of the vast Africa-Indian Ocean
Region is required to fit the needs of jet operations, and IATA has prepared
preliminary recommendations to an ICAO regional meeting for the area.
TRAFFIC CONFERENCES - HONOLULU
During the Annual Fares and Rates Conferences held in Honolulu only
partial agreement was reached on the fares and rates to be charged by the
world's scheduled airlines on international routes in the year beginning
April 1, 1960.
The session agreed upon cargo rates throughout the world and for passenger fares in Europe and the Middle East. Fares were also closed on the
South Atlantic. Discussions regarding the fares within the Western Hemisphere continue. It was reported by the Chairman, Mr. W. Gordon Wood of
Trans Canada Air Lines, that the airlines considered very seriously the
lowering of fares for mass travel but had widely differing views as to the
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extent this is economically feasible in a period of rising costs and rapidly
changing operations. More than the usual number of opinions and sets of
facts were presented for reconciliation. However, hope was entertained that
there will eventually be a meeting of the minds but it will need more give
and take than has been exhibited at Honolulu.
Fares within Europe and the Middle East and between these two areas
were agreed with provision for a new wide range of cheap "Holiday" fares
to stimulate mass travel within these areas.
Despite rising costs carriers agreed that the present low-fare services
on international routes in the Western Hemisphere should be continued
unchanged and that some first class fares should bear only a nominal
increase.
Normal cargo rates on all international routes were revalidated with
certain changes but provision was made for drastic reductions in a series
of specific commodity rates to encourage volume traffic over the North
Atlantic. These would bring air cargo down to as little as 70 cents (U.S.)
per kilogram for shipments over 45 kilograms in many commodity brackets.
Additional weight breaks giving lower rates for larger shipments of general
cargo were introduced on the North Atlantic and the North Pacific.
Commenting on the area of disagreement in the Conferences, the Chairman said "We 'have not been able to close fares over most intercontinental
routes around the globe because of disagreement over the basic ingredients
of the fare structure on long-haul routes from Europe south to Africa and
east to India, the Far East and Australasia. This in turn has made it impossible to reach effective agreement on interrelated routes across the
Pacific and the North Atlantic.
"A principal issue has been the extension of economy class service at
fares considerably lower than the present tourist fares into new areas. A
number of carriers are anxious to develop increased traffic there by such
widespread reductions. Others believe that the present economic condition
of many parts of the regions concerned and of the airlines themselves would
not support this concept-more selective policy of promotional fares to provide cheap service in those regions where it can be expected to develop
compensatory volume has also been proposed.
"The situation is further complicated because the fleets of most of the
airlines concerned are in a state of transition and any agreement must
provide at one and the same time for piston engine, turboprop and jet
aircraft of different sizes and characteristics being introduced at different
times along the route under discussion. Few of the airlines concerned in
these areas have as yet flown their jets commercially and their actual performance and costings over the routes in question (on which fare levels
must largely depend) have not yet been fully proved.
"This problem of selling both jet and propeller driven services over the
same routes has now of course become global in scope. Many carriers believe
some kind of differential must be maintained between faster and slower
aircraft but there are differences of opinion as to whether this is indeed
desirable and if so whether the differential should be one of price or of
service.
"Other serious and related problems before the Conferences here have
been the number of classes of service to be offered the public on international routes and the configuration of the new aircraft. A few of the
airlines who wish to extend economy class services also desire to retain the
tourist class as well. Others believe that there is no real requirement for a
middle class and hold that economy class is feasible only if tourist services
are eliminated.
"Closely linked with this is the problem of agreement on standard specifications for seating in the various classes of the new jet aircraft.
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"Because -the speed, size and productivity of the new generation of airliners require that they be flown interchangeably over domestic and international routes and through many different areas in a short time, many of
these problems cannot be isolated within individual areas. What could have
been dealt with a few years ago by regional agreement must now be matters
of global concern.
"It is fair to say that the airlines have never before been faced *with
problems of such complexity or, with a similar necessity for adapting themselves to several considerations, economic, technical and even political at
the same time."

III. CENTRAL AMERICAN FIFTH MEETING OF
DIRECTORS OF CIVIL AVIATION
Before the Fifth Meeting of Directors of Civil Aviation in Tegucigalpa,
Honduras, the Honduras Director of Civil Aviation had circulated to other
Central American Directors of Civil Aviation. a proposal for the establishment of an autonomous intergovernmental corporation to provide certain
AN services in the area. After discussing aspects of the various financial,
legal and technical problems involved, the Directors of Civil Aviation decided
to recommend to their governments that they approve the establishment of
an autonomous intergovernmental corporation to provide air traffic services,
communication services and radio navigation aids. Resolution No. 1, adopted
by the Conference outlines the main features of the proposed organization.
It reads as follows:
RESOLUTION No. 1
THE FIFTH MEETING OF DIRECTORS OF CIVIL AVIATION OF CENTRAL AMERICA
WHEREAS:

The cooperation of Central American States in civil aviation has
already resulted in major improvement in the safety of civil
aviation in Central America, particularly since the inauguration,
with the cooperation of all Central American States, of the
Flight Information Center at Tegucigalpa, Honduras, in October
1957; and

WHEREAS: Technical progress in aviation, such as the introduction of turbine-engined aircraft, urgently requires, if safety and efficiency
of aviation are not to be decreased, a considerable improvement
in the corresponding technical services and in particular in air
traffic communications and radio aids services; and
WHEREAS: In order that the supply of such services should be effective
while not imposing a disproportionate burden upon the economic
resources of the countries in the region, unnecessary duplication
of services must be avoided and a rational integration thereof
attained, in such a way as to permit the Central American States
to meet their international commitments and their moral responsibility to ensure air safety and the efficiency of civil aviation,
THEREFORE: The Directors of Civil Aviation of the Central American States
hereby resolve:
To propose to their respective governments the approval in
principle of the draft submitted hereunder in order to ensure
an orderly and economic solution, congruent with the greatest
possible degree of Central American cooperation, to the problems set forth above.
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CENTRAL AMERICAN INTERGOVERNMENTAL CORPORATION ON
AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS

1. There shall be established, in conformity with the national provisions of
each country and with all applicable international treaties, an autonomous corporation charged with supplying air traffic, radio aids and radio
communication services to civil aviation in the Central-American FIR.
2. These services shall be supplied in accordance with the principles of the
Convention on International Civil Aviation, to which the five Republics
are contracting States, to all users without any discrimination with
respect to the charges levied for such services.
3. The operating costs of the Corporation shall be equitably distributed
among the users of the services supplied by it, after deduction of any
subsidies provided by the participating governments.
4. The capital required to establish the Corporation shall be supplied by the
participating States, in equipment, in cash, or by means of loans to be
amortized by the Corporation from its revenues, as may be determined
in the Constitution of the Corporation.
5. In order that the Corporation may supply the aeronautical services for
which it is responsible in the most economic and efficient manner, it shall
enjoy autonomy and shall be administered in accordance with the strictest commercial principles. To this end, it shall develop its own personal
regulations, which shall permit it to employ properly qualified staff,
preference being given, other things being equal, to Central American
personnel.
6. The charges imposed by the Corporation upon users shall 'be only such
as are indispensable to cover the expenses of the Corporation. Any excess
of revenue over expenditures during a given fiscal period shall be applied
to decrease proportionately the charges upon the users. However, expenditures shall include interest on the capital invested and amortization
thereof.
7. Participating States shall be the only shareholders in the Corporation
and shall constitute its Board of Directors. The Board shall appoint a
Manager, who shall in turn appoint the personnel of the Corporation.
8. The Corporation, in view of the experience and technical knowledge of
the airlines operating in the Region, shall invite their technical cooperation by means of a Management Consultant Committee, constituted by
those airlines.
9. The Corporation may also accept financial cooperation from such airlines,
particularly by means of equitable arrangements for the purchase of its
equipment.
It was considered that because of the complexity of the matter it would
not be possible to proceed at the Conference beyond the decision, in principle, to establish a corporation, but some thought was given to ways and
means of getting it established and Resolution No. 2 was adopted, which
reads as follows:
RESOLUTION No. 2
ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CENTRAL AMERICAN
INTERGOVERNMENTAL CORPORATION FOR AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS

WHEREAS: The establishment of the Corporation requires a detailed study
of the legal, technical and economic aspects involved and also
requires the supply and improvement of existing aeronautical
services in the interim period,
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BE IT RESOLVED: That Honduras shall be charged with initiating the drawing up of a draft Constitution for the Corporation, and,
after receipt of approval in principle from three or more
of the Governments of Central America, the latter shall
call a Special Conference as early as possible, to draft
the Constitution of the Corporation and the International
Treaty required to create it, in order that this text may
be submitted to States for ratification; and
That States not yet in possession of the equipment and
personnel necessary to supply in the interim the services
which will become the responsibility of the Corporation
when established, should arrange to obtain them, having
recourse to rental agreements with promise of sale by
the airlines, or in any other manner.
The Conference approved a number of recommendations on communications and meteorology and on the improvement and future development of
ATS services.
At an informal meeting of the Central American Directors of Civil
Aviation held subsequently, it was agreed that Honduras, on behalf of the
five countries, should ask ICAO for technical assistance (through the Technical Assistance Program) in drafting the statutes of the Corporation, in
evaluating the equipment and personnel it would require and in determining
what other preparatory arrangements should be made for its establishment.
This request has since been received and acted on. At this meeting it was
also agreed that the possibility of obtaining financial assistance from the
Special Fund should be explored at a later stage.
IV. UNITED NATIONS
REPORT OF THE LEGAL COMMITTEE ON THE
PEACEFUL USES OF OUTER SPACE
The Ad Hoc Committee established by the General Assembly to report
at its 14th session on "The nature of legal problems which may arise in
the carrying out of programs to explore outer space" submitted the following report.
A.

INTRODUCTION

1. Mandate of the Committee under paragraph1 (d)
Paragraph 1 (d) of the General Assembly resolution of 13 December
1958, adopted at its 792nd plenary meeting, reads as follows:
"The General Assembly ...

1. Establishes an Ad Hoc Committee on

the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space . . . and requests it to report to the
General Assembly at its fourteenth session on the following ... (d) The

nature of legal problems which may arise in the carrying out of programs
to explore outer space ... " (A/RES/1348 (XIII)).
The scope of the mandate thus given the Committee was the subject of
discussion. It was recognized that the terms of reference of the Committee
referred exclusively to the peaceful uses of outer space. One view expressed
was that the task of the Committee related only to the identification and
listing of legal problems which might arise in the carrying out of programs
to explore outer space and that the Committee was not called upon to formulate either general or particular solutions of those problems. Another view
was that the Committee in identifying and listing the problems, should give
some indication of the significance and implications of each problem and
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the priority which might be given to its solution. Others stressed the importance of giving attention to certain relevant general principles, such as those
contained in the preamble and operative paragraph 1 (b) of resolution
1348 (XIII). It was also pointed out that, while paragraph 1 (d) of resolution 1348 (XIII) referred only to problems which might arise in the
exploration of outer space, it was not always possible in relation to certain
activities to differentiate between exploration and exploitation of outer space
and that both the exploration and the exploitation of outer space were
expressly mentioned in the preamble to the resolution.
The Committee recognized that it would be impossible at this stage to
identify and define, exhaustively, all the juridical problems which might
arise in the exploration of outer space. Recognizing the multiplicity of these
juridical problems, the Committee considered that it could most usefully
fulfill its mandate from the General Assembly, in view of the complex character of these problems, by (1) selecting and defining problems that have
arisen, or are likely to arise in the near future, in the carrying out of space
programs; (2) dividing the problems into two groups, those which may beamenable to early treatment and those which do not yet appear to be ripe
for solution; and (3) indicating, without definite recommendation, various
means by which answers to such problems might be pursued. The identification of legal problems entails, of necessity, some consideration of possible.
approaches to their solution, particularly with a view to presenting the best
informed comment that can be made on the matter of priorities.
2. General Observations
The Committee considered the relevance to space activities of the provisions of the United Nations Charter and of the Statute of the International
Court of Justice, which synthesized the idea of co-operation between men
and the joint achievement of great projects for the benefit of all mankind;
it observed that as a matter of principle those instruments were not limited
in their operation to the confines of the earth. It considered as a worthy
standard for international co-operation and programs in the peaceful uses
of outer space which could appropriately be undertaken under United
Nations auspices, to the benefit of States irrespective of the state of their
economic or scientific development, the principles set forth in the operative
paragraph 1 (b) and the preamble of resolution 1348 (XIII), in which the
General Assembly called attention to Article 2, paragraph 1 of the Charter
which states that the Organization is based on the principle of the sovereign
equality of all its Members, recognized the common interest of mankind in
outer space and the common aim that it should be used for peaceful purposes
only, and expressed the desire of promoting energetically the fullest exploration and exploitation of outer space for the benefit of mankind.
It was unanimously recognized that the principles and procedures developed in the past to govern the use of such areas as the air space and the
sea deserved attentive study for possibly fruitful analogies that might be
adaptable to the treatment of legal problems arising out of the exploration
and use of outer space. On the other hand, it was acknowledged that outer
space activities were distinguished by many specific factual conditions, not
all of which were now known, that would render many of its legal problems
unique.
The Committee agreed that some of the legal problems of outer space
activities were more urgent and more nearly ripe for positive international
agreement than others. It was felt that the progress of activities in outer
space and of advances in science and technology would continually pose new
problems relevant to the international legal order and modify both the,
character and the relative importance of existing problems. For example,
future arrangements among governments or private groups of scientists for
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co-operation in space research or dissemination of space data may entail
legal problems ranging from administrative or procedural arrangements
to regulation or control. The Committee noted the indispensable usefulness
of close and continuous co-operation between jurists and scientists to take
these and other developments into account.,
The Committee considered that a comprehensive code was not practicable
or desirable at the present stage of knowledge and development. Despite the
progress already made, it was emphasized that relatively little is so far
known about the actual and prospective uses of outer space in all their
possible varieties of technical significance, political context, and economic
utility. It was pointed out that the rule of law is neither dependent upon,
nor assured by, comprehensive codification and that premature codification
might prejudice subsequent efforts to develop the law based on a more complete understanding of the practical problems involved. Although an attempt
at comprehensive codification of space law was thought to be premature, the
Committee also recognized the need both to take timely, constructive action
and to make the law of space responsive to the facts of space.
For these reasons it was agreed that the rough grouping of legal problems according to the priority hereafter suggested should itself be kept
under regular review by whatever means the General Assembly should deem
fitting.
B.

LEGAL PROBLEMS SUSCEPTIBLE OF PRIORITY TREATMENT

1.

Question of Freedom of Outer Space for Exploration and Use
During the International Geophysical Year 1957-8 and subsequently,
countries throughout the world proceeded on the premise of the permissibility of the launching and flight of the space vehicles which were launched,
regardless of what territory they passed "over" during the course of their
flight through outer space. The Committee, bearing in mind that its terms
of reference refer exclusively to the peaceful uses of outer space, believes
that, with this practice, there may have been initiated the recognition or
establishment of a generally accepted rule to the effect that, in principle,
outer space is, on conditions of equality, freely available for exploration and
use by all in accordance with existing or future international law or agreements.
2. Liability for Injury or Damage Caused by Space Vehicles
Since injury or damage might result from the launching, flight, and
return to earth of various kinds of space vehicles or parts thereof, a number
of problems exist with respect to defining and delimiting liability of the
launching State and other States associated with it in the space activity
causing injury or damage. First of all there is the question of the type of
interest protected: that is, the kind of injury for which recovery may be
had, Second, there is the question of the type of conduct giving rise to
liability: should liability be without regard to fault for some or all activities,
or should it be based upon fault? Third, should a different principle govern,
depending on whether the place of injury is on the surface of the earth, in
the air space or in outer space? Fourth, should liability of the launching
State be unlimited in amount? Finally, where more than one State participates in a particular activity, is the liability joint or several?
What machinery should be utilized for determining liability and ensuring
the payment of compensation if due? The Committee considered that early
consideration should be given to agreement on submission to the compulsory
jurisdiction of the International Court of Justice in disputes between States
as to the liability of States for injury or damage caused by space vehicles.
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When it considered the foregoing questions the Committee noted that,
in so far as concerns liability for surface damage caused by aircraft, there
was formulated at Rome in 1952, under the aegis of ICAO, the Convention
on Damage Caused for Foreign Aircraft to Third Parties on the Surface.
In the opinion of the Committee that Convention and ICAO experience in
relation thereto could be taken into account, inter alia, in any study that
might be carried out in the future concerning liability for injury or damage
caused by space vehicles. It was pointed out, however, that no international
standards regarding safety and precautionary measures governing the
launching and control of space vehicles had yet been formulated, and this
fact also could be taken into account in studying analogies based on existing
conventions.
3. Allocation of Radio Frequencies
It was recognized that there are stringent technical limits on the availability of radio frequencies for communications. The development of space
vehicles will pose new and increasing demands on the radio spectrum. It
was emphasized that rational allocation of frequencies for communications
with and among space vehicles would be imperative. In this way, what might
otherwise come to constitute paralyzing interference among radio transmissions could be avoided.
Attention was drawn to the fact that there is already in existence and
operation an international organization suited to the consideration of
problems of radio frequency allocation for outer space uses, namely, the
International Telecommunication Union. A technical committee of this
organization has already issued a Recommendation and a Report which bear
the following titles: "Selection of Frequencies Used in Telecommunication
with and Between Artificial Earth Satellites and other Space Vehicles" and
"Factors Affecting the Selection of Frequencies for Telecommunication with
and Between Space Vehicles." The findings contained in these two documents
will be presented to the Administrative Radio Conference of the ITU which
will open in Geneva on 17 August 1959.
Attention should also be given to the desirability of terminating transmissions from space vehicles once these transmissions have outlived their
usefulness. Such a measure would help conserve and make optimum use of
the frequencies which are assigned for outer space communications. In
considering this problem, it would be necessary to balance this factor against
the interest in conserving a means for continuous identification of space
vehicles.
4. Avoidance of Interference between Space Vehicles and Aircraft
As the launchings of space vehicles become more numerous and widespread throughout the world, practical problems will clearly arise in regard
to the prevention of physical interference between space vehicles, particularly rockets, and conventional aircraft. The latter are already employed in
great numbers across the earth and in many areas air traffic is already
congested. It was considered that governments could give early attention
to the problem of interference between aircraft and space vehicles and that
technical studies could usefully be undertaken, if necessary with the assistance of competent specialized agencies.
5. Identification and Registration of Space Vehicles and Co-ordination of
Launchings
It is expected that the number of space vehicles will progressively increase. In the course of time, their numbers may become very large. This
indicates the necessity of providing suitable means for identifying individual
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space vehicles. Such identification of space vehicles could be obtained by
agreement on an allocation of individual call signs to these vehicles; the call
signs could be emitted at stipulated regular intervals, at least until identification by other means had been established. Another means of identification
is by orbital or transit characteristics of space vehicles.
As part of the problem of identification, there arises the question of
placing suitable markings on space vehicles so that, particularly in the event
of their return to earth, they may be readily identified.
Identification would be facilitated by a system of registration of the
launchings of space vehicles, their call signs, markings and current orbital
and transit characteristics. Registration would also serve a number of other
useful purposes. For one example, one serious problem is the potential overloading of tracking facilities. Registration of launchings would help to avoid
this. Registration might also afford a convenient means for the notification
of launchings to other States, thus enabling them to make appropriate
distinctions between the space vehicles so notified and other objects, and to
take appropriate measures to protect their interests if necessary.
A further measure, beyond registration, would be agreement on the
coordination of launchings.
6. Re-entry and Landing of Space Vehicles
Problems of re-entry and landing of space vehicles will exist both with
respect to unmanned space vehicles and later with respect to manned vehicles
of exploration. Where space vehicles are designed for re-entry and return,
it will be appropriate for the launching State to enter into suitable arrangements with the State on whose territory the space vehicle is intended to land
and other States whose air space may be entered during descent. Recognizing, moreover, that such landings may occur through accident, mistake or
distress, members called attention to the desirability of the conclusion of
multilateral agreements concerning re-entry and landing, such agreements
to contain suitable undertakings on co-operation and appropriate provisions
on procedures. Among the subjects that might be covered by such agreements would be the return to the launching State of the vehicle itself and
(in the case of a manned vehicle) provision for the speedy return of
personnel.
It was also considered that certain substantive rules of international
law already exist concerning rights and duties with respect to aircraft and
airmen landing on foreign territory through accident, mistake, or distress.
The opinion was expressed that such rules might be applied in the event of
similar landings of space vehicles.
C.

OTHER PROBLEMS

1. Question of Determining Where Outer Space Begins
Under the terms of existing international conventions and customary
international law States have complete and exclusive sovereignty in the air
space above their territories and territorial waters. The concurrent existence
of a region in space which is not subject to the same regime raises such
questions as where air space ends and where outer space begins. It was noted
that these limits do not necessarily coincide. While they have been much
discussed in scholarly writing, there is no consensus among publicists concerning the location of these limits.
A view was expressed that it might eventually prove essential to determine these limits. The Committee reviewed a number of possibilities in this
connection including those based upon the physical characteristics of air and
of aircraft. The difficulties involved were agreed to be great. An authorita-
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tive. answer to the problem at this time would require an international
agreement, and the opinion was expressed that such agreement now, based
on current knowledge and experience, would be premature. It was considered
that, in the absence of an express agreement, further experience might lead
to the acceptance of precise limits through a rule of customary law.
In the absence of a precise demarcation, another possible approach would
be to set tentatively, on the basis of present experience and knowledge, a
range within which the limits of air space and outer space would be assumed
to lie. It was suggested that an approach of this kind should avoid a boundary so low as to interfere with existing aviation regimes or so high as
unreasonably to fetter activities connected with the use and exploration of
outer space.
There was also discussion as to whether or not further experience might
suggest a different approach, namely, the desirability of basing the legal
regime governing outer space activities primarily on the nature and type
of particular space activities.
One development might be the conclusion of inter-governmental agreements, as necessary, to govern activities sufficiently close to the earth's
surface and bearing such a special relationship to particular States as to
call for their consent. Each such agreement could contain appropriate provisions as to the permissibility of a given activity by reference not only to
altitude and "vertical" position but also to trajectory, flight mission, known
or inferred instrumentation, and other functional characteristics of the
vehicle or object in question.
It was generally believed that the determination of precise limits for
air space and outer space did not present a legal problem calling for priority
consideration at this moment. The Committee noted that the solution of the
problems which it had identified as susceptible of priority treatment was not
dependent upon the establishment of such limits.
2. Protection of Public Health and Safety: Safeguards Against Contamination of Outer Space or From Outer Space
The Committee took note of the apprehensions that have been expressed
that activities in outer space might bring to those regions, by inadvertence,
living or other matter from the earth capable of interfering with orderly
scientific research. It was agreed that further study should be encouraged
under appropriate auspices to specify the types of risks, the gravity of
dangers, and the technical possibility, as well as the cost, of preventive
measures. Such study should also cover safeguards against similar contamination of the earth as a result of space activities as well as protection
against other hazards to health and safety that might be created by the
carrying out of programs to explore outer space. These studies could be
undertaken with a view to the possible formulation of appropriate international standards.
3. Questions relating to Exploration of Celestial Bodies
The Committee was of the view that serious problems could arise if
States claimed, on one ground or another, exclusive rights over all or part
of a celestial body. One suggestion was that celestial bodies are incapable
of appropriation to national sovereignty. Another suggestion was that the
exploration and exploitation of celestial bodies should be carried out exclusively for the benefit of all mankind. It was also suggested that some form
of international administration over celestial bodies might be adopted.
The Committee noted that, while scientific programs envisaged relatively
early exploration of celestial bodies, human settlement and extensive exploitation of resources were not likely in the near future. For this reason the
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Committee believed that problems relating to the settlement and exploitation,
of celestial bodies did not require priority treatment.
4. Avoidance of Interference among Space Vehicles
It was agreed that, apart from problems of communications and overload
of tracking facilities, there was presently little danger of interference of
space vehicles with each other. It was pointed out that this situation might
change in time, particularly if vehicles in space are used extensively for
either global or interplanetary travel. There was discussion about the possible relevance to space travel of rules and experience developed in relation
to air traffic. It was decided that more scientific information would be needed
before rules could be drafted.
5. Additional questions raising legal problems
The Committee recognized that various other technical developments
would probably call for legal arrangements and regulation. Particular reference was made in this connection to meteorological activities in outer space
which may require international measures to insure maximum effectiveness.
COMMISSION ON NARCOTIC DRUGS
In accordance with the decisions taken previously, the Commission had
before it at its 14th session reports by the World Health Organization, the
Legal Office of the United Nations and the International Criminal Police
Organization. A working group, which was attended by an ICAO representative, prepared a draft resolution for submission to the Economic and Social
Council at its 28th session, The draft resolution, which was adopted later
by ECOSOC with certain slight changes, notes that the Commission believes
that narcotic drugs in limited quantities are necessary in aircraft first-aid
kits for use in emergency but that they should be carried and used under
adequate control and safeguards and invites the Secretary-General of the
United Nations, in cooperation with ICAO and WHO, and in consultation
with the International Criminal Police Organization, to prepare and distribute to Governments in sufficient time for consideration at the 15th session
of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs in 1960, a set of requirements to
control the use of these drugs as follows:
The Economic and Social Council,
Taking into considerationthe opinion of the International Civil Aviation
Organization and the legal opinion furnished by the Secretary-General
Taking note of the study prepared by the International Criminal Police
Organization
Noting that, after consultation with the World Health Organization the
Commission on Narcotic Drugs is of the opinion that narcotic drugs in
limited quantities are necessary in first-aid kits on board aircraft engaged
in international flight for use in emergencies,
Considering that to ensure proper application and to prevent misuse or
misappropriation, such drugs should be carried and used under adequate
controls and safeguards, also taking into account the need for interfering
as little as possible with the expeditious handling of air traffic on the ground,
Invites the Secretary-General, in co-operation with the International
Civil Aviation Organization and the World Health Organization and in consultation with the International Criminal Police Organization, to prepare
and to distribute to Governments in sufficient time for consideration at the
fifteenth session of the Commission on Narcotic Drugs, a set of requirements
essential to ensure proper use of narcotic drugs and to prevent their abuse
and diversion for illicit purposes, such requirements to be recommended to
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Governments as a basis for the control of the carriage of narcotic drugs in
first-aid kits on board aircraft engaged in international flight.

V. INTERNATIONAL TELECOMMUNICATION UNION
(ITU)
At its 9th Plenary Assembly, International Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR), in Los Angeles from April 2nd to 30th, 1959, the following
decisions were taken:
(a) Radiotelephone distress procedures:
It was decided to retain the use of "MAYDAY" and not
to replace it by
the spoken letters "SOS." This corresponds to existing ICAO procedures.
(b)

Frequency stabilization of transmitters:
New proposals were developed which do not differ significantly from
those of the ICAO Special COM Meeting "COSP" of August 1958.
(c) Single side band (SSB), Aeronautical and Maritime Mobile Radiotelephone equipment:
Recognizing that the operational requirements of the aeronautical and
maritime services differ, the CCIR decided to concentrate on developing
marine equipment characteristics and to offer its co-operation to ICAO in
the development of system characteristics for SSB aeronautical equipment.
It requested ICAO to keep the CCIR informed of progress made.
While this decision ensures that no unsuitable system will be imposed
on the aeronautical services it does not exclude compatibility between aeronautical and maritime systems particularly in the frequency (2182 kc/s)
on which R/T communication between aircraft and surface vessels appears
to be practicable.
(d) Watch-keeping by ships on the distress and calling frequency (2182
kc/s):
In its recommendation on the subject, the CCIR approved the following
wording for consideration by the Ordinary Administrative Radio Conference
(August 1959) :
"In the case of ships which have a radiotelephone installation and
which do not normally keep watch on 500 kc/s for distress purposes,
Administrations shall encourage a continuous watch by any appropriate
means on the distress frequency 2182 kc/s in the place wherefrom the ship
is usually navigated....

VI. CASE AND COMMENTS
SWISS (SUPREME) FEDERAL COURT IN NOUVELLE FABRIQUE
ELECTION VS. PANAGRA-KLM
Nouvelle Fabrique Election vs. Panagra-KLM-Swiss (Supreme) Federal Court, 1st Civil Division, July 14, 1959. 1960 Zeitschrift fir Luftrecht.
Facts: Freight forwarder Goth (acting on behalf of the consignor
Nouvelle Fabrique) delivered, together with a partially made up air waybill,
a shipment for transportation from Zurich to Arica. In the column "Quantity and nature of goods," the air waybill contained the remark "Vol KL 645
du 4.4.55 et 687 PG du 11.4.55," thus referring to transportation from
Zurich to Curaqao (KLM) and from there to Arica (Panagra) respectively.
Rather than awaiting its flight 645 in Zurich, KLM transported the ship-
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ment first by a Swissair flight to Amsterdam where it was put on flight 645.
In the air waybill column "Routing and wight or volume charges," KLM
indicated this transportation to Amsterdam and indicated the carrier by
reference to the flight number "SR 120." The final column, reserved for
"Name and address of first carrier," "Signature of issuing carrier or its
agent," and "Name and address of issuing carrier's agent," was filled up
by KLM's date stamp. The third copy of the air waybill was subsequently
given back to the freight forwarder, who had had no knowledge of this
handling of the shipment. Because of an over-carriage by Panagra, the
shipment got lost while in the latter's care. Under Art. 30 of the Warsaw
Convention, the shipper claimed damages from KLM.
The Court: If the consignor requires the carrier to make out or to
complete the air waybill, it is to be presumed-in accordance with Article 6,
para. 1 of the Warsaw Convention-that the carrier acts as the consignor's
agent, and it is then up to the carrier to designate the first carrier within
the meaning of Article 30, para. 3 of the Convention on behalf of the consignor. If the first carrier is not expressly designated in the air waybill, its
position is held by the carrier which, according to the contract as recorded
in the air waybill, has to do the first part of the whole transportation, even
if this route leg be a part of a detour leading away from, and back to, the
place of departure. The provision of Article 8, lit. e, of the Convention,
referring to the name and the address of the first carrier, is satisfied by a
summary indication of the first carrier, in the form of the usual abbreviation put into the routing column of the air waybill, if there is no doubt
between the parties as to which carrier is meant by this designation and
as to its address.
Remarks: While quite agreeing to the principle deduced by the Court
from Article 6 of the Convention, one still might have some doubts as to its
application to the case at hand, because the first part of the route to be
flown was clearly indicated by the consignor, and the carrier's arrangement
for an additional detour to Amsterdam might as well have been held to be
off the limits of his power to act on behalf of the consignor. Under present
procedures, the situation frequently arises that the carrier issuing the air
waybill, while undertaking to effect a substantial part of the total transportation, is bound to use the services of another carrier for carrying the shipment to the point of departure of his own flight. In such cases, like in the
case at hand, the question arises whether Article 30, para. 3, of the Convention, generally exposing the "first carrier" to any right of action which the
consignor might have under the Convention, does refer to the contracting
carrier ("issuing carrier" in IATA parlance) or to the carrier over the first
route leg. Now, this seems to be the first case in which the question was
decided by a Court. The decision certainly has its merits, but whether it
settles the question once and for all remains to be seen, because it still may
be argued that the other construction would not violate the wording of
Article 30 and not unduly encumber the contracting carrier, but would better
protect the consignor and better harmonize with the whole framework of
legal relations created by the Convention. With regard to Article 8, lit. e
(and Article 9) of the Convention, the decision sanctions the rather loose
practices generally used in making up air waybill forms. It does no injustice
to anybody, but some doubts as to its accordance with the wording as well
as with the scope of the Convention cannot be suppressed.
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